Polyarginine and PEG-AEYLR comodified nanostructured lipid carrier: 10mol% uncleavable PEG-AEYLR showed no shielding effect to polyarginine in vitro while maintaining good tumor targeting in vivo.
We constructed a dual ligands-modified nanostructured lipid carrier (NLC) called PAR-NLC, in which the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR)-targeted small peptide AEYLR was attached to the distal end of PEG2000 anchored on the NLC surface naming PEG-AEYLR, and poly-arginine (R8) as a classic cell-penetrating peptide was attached directly to the NLC surface. PAR-NLC was near-spherical particle with average size ∼50 nm and zeta potential at +14.09 mV; the cellular uptake of PAR-NLC showed synergistic effect of the two peptides, presented as significant superior cellular uptake in EGFR-positive cells NCI-H1299 and S180 over EGFR-negative cell K562. In the animal optical imaging study, 2 h after the administration of the Dir-loaded PAR-NLC, maximum Dir signal appeared in tumor tissue, indicating prompt tumor targeting effect, as time prolonged to 48 h, the Dir signal attenuated in the organs except tumor, suggesting constant clearance from the body. In the in vivo antitumor study, in premise of the same dose, paclitaxel-loaded PAR-NLC exhibited better antitumor and safety effect than Taxol, the body weight of the mice was more stable and tumor size was smaller. In summary, PAR-NLC was a potential drug carrier to deliver anticancer drugs safely and effectively.